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Theoretical Disadvantages Some Official Statistics lack validity. Instead they believe they consist of
information which is systematically distorted by the powerful institutions in society. A well-known example
of this is that the method of collecting unemployment statistics has changed many times, which gives the
appearance that the unemployment rate it falling. Cicourel said that this is the only use of official statistics,
partly because all statistics involve classifying things, when such decisions are really subjective.
Phenomenologists believe that they can be studied in order to discover how they are produced. Every ten years
this agency carries out the Census of the Population, which covers every household in the UK. Although
official statistics are often heavily criticised by sociologists they provide a potentially useful source of
secondary data, if used cautiously. Instead they believe they consist of information which is systematically
distorted by the powerful institutions in society. Sources of data, including questionnaires, interviews,
observation participant and nonparticipant , experiments, documents, and official statistics; the strengths and
limitations. The majority of sociologists could probably not afford to carry out such vast research. For
example, they way the Police Recorded Crimes changed twice in s. Although there may well be considerable
room for interpretation when considering whether, for example, a sudden death is suicide, there is less room
for interpretation when deciding whether someone is male or female. But according to Marxist criminologists
this is not the case â€” such groups are over-represented in jail because of racial profiling by the police â€” the
police spend more time actively policing the black and Muslim communities with more stop and searches for
example and this is what leads to the higher arrest and imprisonment rates. Traditional participant observation
is usually undertaken over an extended period of time, ranging from several months to many years, and even
generations. However, although they think that official statistics are not social facts, but social constructs, this
does not mean they are not of sociological interest. The General Advantages of Official Statistics: Practical
advantages Many official statistics are freely available to researchers and the general public. In short, this
points to the key weakness of official statistics on crime â€” their lack of validity. However, in doing this,
researchers have to be aware of how official statistics can be combined with other sources in order to check
their validity, reliability and representativeness. Probation is one of the most common criminal sentencing
processes in the United States. Although there may well be considerable room for interpretation when
considering whether, for example, a sudden death is suicide, there is less room for interpretation when
deciding whether someone is male or female.


